Errata for Kristin Klamm-Doneen’s Dissertation

(Norm-Expressivism: Requirements & Possibilities for Moral Emotions)

59 Strike “S” at the end of second paragraph.

67 Change “cortes” to “cortex” in footnote.

68 On the 8th and 9th line from the bottom, change “typologies” to “types”.

74 On the 9th line down, change “Chapter One” to “Chapter Two”.

78 On the 13th line down, replace “behaviorism’s” with “behaviorism”.

93 On the 5th and 13th lines of the second paragraph, replace “Chapter Two” with “Chapter Three”.

96 On the 9th line, insert the word “that” after the word “consider”.

104 Italicize “Upheavals in Thought:” in the footnote, as this is included in the title of Nussbaum’s book.

107 On the 12th line of the second paragraph, replace “Chapter One” with “Chapter Two”.

115 On the 12-13th line of the second paragraph, replace “to meet the character goals I desire” with “acted in a way that meets a damaged communal relationship”.

123 At the beginning of the second full paragraph, replace “Ortony and Clore” with “Clore”.

125 On the second line of the first paragraph in Section 4.5.2, strike the word “to” in the quotation.

146 Add page reference for the quote “feeling as if” (Practical Guilt, 151).

152 On the 3rd line, change “or” to “and”.

153 On the 15th line, change “strong” to “stronger”.

155 On the second line from the bottom, add “conditions” after the word “norm-expressivist’s”.

166 On the 2nd line down, replace the word “processes” with “process”.

179 In the first new paragraph, on the 7th line down, replace “(per Chapter One)” with “(per Chapter Two)”.

188 There is a misquote on the second line down. Replace “an animal” with “animals”.

201 On the 6th line from the bottom, replace the word “judgment” with “emotion”.

215 The citation for “Why Emotions Require Cognition” should be moved up under Clore only. (This article was not co-authored.)

223 Change “Otorny” to “Ortony”.